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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
HRTPO Public Comment ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RE: Public Comment Regarding Project Evaluation Process 
 (Public Comment Follows HRTPO Staff Response) 
 
HRTPO Staff Response 
 
Ms. Smith, 

Thank you for the information.  Your comments will be shared with the HRTPO Board.  FYI, we 
are currently assisting with a "South Hampton Roads Trail", which would tie together 
facilities in Suffolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Norfolk, and Virginia Beach, with connection to 
the East Coast Greenway.  Bruce Drees has taken a lead role in the effort.  We will have a look 
at the link you provided.   

 

Name:   Stephanie Smith 
Date:   September 16, 2010 
Subject:   Project Evaluation Process  
Public Comment Input (Via E-mail)  Hello,  I've been at ProWalk/ProBike 2010 in Chattanooga all week, and the Nashville MPO has been a highlight of the conference for their work  in the creation of a formula-based non-motorized project evaluation process that impacts the MPO's funding distribution.    I'm working with the LA, DC, Colorado Springs, and Atlanta regions in my capacity with SRTS National Partnership, but I can't help but think that the Tidewater region could learn and apply some lessons learned from Nashville.  Just think of the possibilities...  Here's a link to ample amounts of information:  http://nashvillempo.org/regional_plan/walk_bike/regional_study09.aspx    
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
HRTPO Public Comment ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RE: Public Comment Regarding Legislative Committee Meeting  
  
Name:   Ray Taylor 
Date:   September 24, 2010 
Subject:   Legislative Agenda  
Public Comment Input (Via E-mail)  Hello Dwight, here is a public comment input for the Legislative Committee Meeting.  Separately, it is wonderful to see that we actually might have a studied, TPO board-approved Legislative Agenda  That will be a great achievement over times past.  I hope you can support those items that I added at the end of the attached.  They will help Hampton Roads; they will reflect a professionalism from Hampton Roads; they will reflect an awareness of the federal process that could boost our region’s reputation, and they cost nothing.  All the best, Ray 
 
Public Comment Input: Thoughts and Suggestions for the TPO’s next Legislative  
Committee meeting, Thursday, 23 September Sept 21, 2010  
A. Previously approved items for the Legislative Agenda:  1. Recommend fully funding the Highway Maintenance and Operating Fund – Concur.  2. Increase representation on CTB from Hampton Roads.  Comment:  It appears that this has been done with the announcement of S. Miller and G. Hollis to the CTB in addition to A. Layne.  3. Use federal funds as a revenue match for regional projects funded by the Rail Enhancement Fund.  Comment:  This could be a tough sell.  The original intent of the REF was to bring in new (non-public) revenue as a required match for using public money.  However, recommendation seems to use public money as a match for public money.  This may not be permissible.  Nonetheless, the state does need to find a way to use REF public revenues for the public good, especially for passenger rail projects, as well as for the private good.  4. Support High Speed and Intercity Passenger Rail service between Richmond/Petersburg and Hampton Roads.  Comment:  The language used here is very 
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broad, and it is not adequately clear.  I believe we have finally reached a point where all TPO board members can strongly support incremental rail improvement projects on both of the rail lines to Hampton Roads.  I also believe that we need to be specific as regards the requirements of each of these two different passenger rail lines.  As an alternative to a broad statement, I suggest something more specific in the TPO’s regional transportation legislative agenda package, for example:  a. Recommend that the Commonwealth submit a grant application next year for FY-2011 PRIA federal funding for a specified list of incremental rail improvement projects along the Peninsula’s Amtrak line that will contribute to elevating the On-Time-Performance measures (one of the lowest in the nation) of the rail line.    b. Recommend that the Commonwealth submit a grant application next year for FY-2011 PRIA federal funding for the conduct of the Tier II EIS and associated PE projects for the Southside’s emerging high speed rail line.  These are time consuming, but also necessary and vital tasks that should not be delayed, and these are tasks that will lay the groundwork for the future.   c. In sum, recommend that the TPO’s Legislative Agenda capitalize on what we have learned over the past year and that it address passenger rail topics in a more definitive manner than is now reflected in the draft language developed so far.  5. Authorize the formation of Regional Transportation Authorities.  Concur.  
B.  Suggested additional TPO items for the TPO’s Legislative Agenda:  1. Establish the Virginia Association of MPOs organization.    2. Recommend that the state move from having two statewide Programs, one the STIP which is recognized by the feds and the other being the SYIP which is not recognized by the feds.    
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